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.G. Vann Woodward, Seeds of Failure in Radical Race P,licy/ 

Radicals could agree that the great issues of Reconstruction o shouldd 
reconstruct the South and who should control the national politics-—depended 
on the Nergro and his rights and statugg. 

But the Sepia ee ee came foom Narthern societies that were as 
race-Coplsciuo and as opposed to Negro rights as were southern whites, 

See Litwack, North of Slavery for these opinions, . . he shows that beffore 
and during the Civil War there were already a syStematic "Jim ow" system 9 
in Northern states--especially true of the MW states of the M sSippi yf 
Valley. . . Woodward quotes Du Bois statement at the beginnin f the War 
not one American in 100 believed that the Black man was capable of sharing: 
in the democratic process, .., 
Point thia against Franklin's statistcial statements in same volume. . 

As the war progressed. . , . the heartland of GOP party, and the region 
where many Radicals came from--the MW--was in a deep fear of mass Negro 
migration up the valley away from slavery. ae 
How string was the colonization movement in these states and among future 
MW radicals . ... , etc, - 

Woodward concludes/ That it is clear that as the war drew to an end the 
party that emerged triumphant in the crusade to save the Union and free the 
Siave was not in the oest political and moral position to expand the rights 
and assure the eyaulity of the freedmen, .. 
They could oppose the Johnson reconstruction white supremacnsts 
this was not the same as a moral commitment to the Negro ,. . 

On_ the issue Hof Negro equality the party memained divided 
and unsure of its purpose,(this is W latest view) “He Spee 

The radicals ambivalence/ W points to the Civil Rights Act of 1 
WaS in response to the Black Codes to be sure. . . but motiv 
exclusively humnaitarian, He cites Conkling's reasoning--that 
protected in their Cibil Rights would not have to deluge the Northern states 
in search for freedom .. .. this was the more politic AU? Se this 
action... ee 

The 14th Amendmmnt that followed was just as ambiguous on racia} Question 
and the freedman's rights, It did not include Sumner's plea for a guarantee 
of Negro suffrage. . . instead its provisions allowed continued state 
disenfranchisement--both north and south, The kicker was that it provided 
for the penaltization of the South if it did not count Negroes and allow 
them to vote. . . . it was apiece of policy that allowed the North to 
have its cake and eat it too. 

Woodward belisves that the amendment had much merit . .. he velieves 
it held out to the South the best terms they could expect to het . . but it 
was at the same time not a measure for the enfranchisement of the Negro. 

But the SstateSmanshbdp of the amendment was poor and feeble . . . he uses 
Brock's arguement on the measure; That it should have been forced on the 
outh and not left to their discretion whether to accpet of not. They 

clearly were not in any position to exercise discerning statesmanship .. . 



ing of the Reconstruction Act too was an example of poor vavesmansus, on the radicals part, . , 

The franchise was extended to the Negor to get vote for the passage of the - 1i4th amendment and the setting up of the new constituthonal conventions and govts, But there were no measures ascribed for the quaranteeing of Negro equality on an economic basis and a full opportunity in educationand in homesteads and full civil rights, 
The amendment left open disenfranchisement by property and educational qualifications-~-this was optional-= . 

The crucial period for Radical Reconstruction eame in the la hs of 128% 1667 when the South now waited to see the nation's verdict on padical reconstruction and Negro suffrage, . . .. the northern states in whieh a | réeréréndun was in din the voting for Negro suffrafe turned 1t domi, The AMUaTU Was blatantly Evident. . . cries or hypocrity tne t-—- responsibility of the notthern states for the failure in Negro redonstruction is manifest. Saas 
Pp sustaineddA a general political set back in the North in 1867 ggg the South had not lost the significance of this. .... Every attempt in 1667 to get the voe for the Negro except in sm&1l1 Negro-populated states in the MW and West(about 4)was the measyre defeated... . 

This Showing in the GOP north andthe heartland of the GOP sectional party 
meant that in the framing of the 15th amendment the moderates and the conser 
vatives would have the greater voice in the matter , 

Moderates wanted an amendment that was limited and negative--that is, it 
did not guarantee the vote outright—-bit only denied i ing wi thh reasons of race of past condition off servitud 

Cure as Wan te rm Statement on th 
national control of suffrage tha 
preaictedwhat would happen if t moderate versi 

it left open loopho Ove dG 
ting the language of the amendment.-fhis 

prophecy was fulfilled by the southerners , . .with their property and 
literacy tests, poll taxes and grand father clauses. . - . . .Some of #these , 
measures were already in effect in Massachussetts at this time. . « See Merecrengpn: 

pa 
Woodward concludes that to see the 15th amendment as a firm reminded that 
te- North was serious about Reconstruction, etc is to miSunderstand or over- 
exaggerate its so-called firmness, Actually the measure was more devious 
than not, more timid than bold. This was not lost on the discerning leaders of 
the south. ; . 
W contends that these clues or signals of wannigg federal strength and deter— 
mination had to play on the resuregence of Southern recalcitrance and violence 
of the Klans, etc by 1870 .... The govts response with the Force and the 
KKK Act of 1871 did not really end the violence . .. even whité it drove 
the Klan underground, ..., 

He cites &, Swinney's "Enforcing the 15th “oopne anarisgnent JSH(vol, 28, 
May, 1968)to show that federal enforeement offthe amanedment Was negligable and 
blocked by a hostile population, It was obvidus that the North was flagging 
in its Commitiments to the Reconstruction of the South. The only wat the 
provisions of the 15th amendement could have been fulfilled would have been by great federal forcé and détermination. . 

Then in 1874 the S, COurt's ruling in the US_vs Cruikshank threw constitutional 
Shadow across the Enforecement Agts. , 

W Even thr ow 
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Woodward evenquestions whether the Enforcement Acts were to be used in the 
South ... ,*Federal funds in employing the acts were greater in the North 
than South. Tnéey were enforced against the Democratic urban strongholds—- 
was this series of measures really cast in the mold -of partisan polities 
with the other pisces of Reconstruction oes 

R. B. Nye's Comment of Woodward's papaer/ 

Nye asks why the Sudden disinterest in the plyght of the Negro after the 
Civil war among his former champions in the antebellum reform movements—- 
rememebring it was in this spirit of reform that the abolitionists were 
able to grow to such a powerful political and moral forse in the nation, 

Nye feels that one of the keys to this attitudianl paradox was that 
the old racists theories that held before the war were never seriously 
challanged by the abolitionists—-they treated the Negro in a partonizing 
and paternalistic manner, The reformers were really more interested in 
the institution of slavery than they were in the slave. . . Given these 
same racial attitudes toward the Negro now that he was a freedman politics 
was bound to be influenced, Nye argues that the politics of Reconstruction 
working Within this same racial frameéwork--belief in the inferiority of 
the black man in the North and dmong the party Leaders--meant that the 
legislative cnidvavors—of FEvUstruction Could not be as Db Sweeping 
in their impact tpon tie Social mores and attitudes as might have been 
expected, . . ,they would inevitable leave the Negro in the state of 
quasi-slavery. ., . in the south and third-class citizenship in the North. 

Another factor is the changing context of the reform movement after the 
war than it was before the war, Inf antebellum noth the Negro was a 
question of morality, after the war he became @ problem not in morality 
but in politics--govt, What was his rale in a democratic society predicated 
upon an alert and informed electorate, 

The Mugwump reformers were elitist to be sure, .. the Negro was the souce 
of cbhrruption and neh Avy evLon by sinister carpetbaggers and the self-serving 
machine bosses, 

Reform before the w as an nstitu alin character and no one was 
woworied about the integrity of the constitution and the govt--astate and 
local, reform was conceived of in an internal reawakening of the individual 
or society; it was evangelical and ladden with romantic subjectivism, Slavery 
was to be abolished by appealing to the conscienciousness of the slaveholders, 
There was &@ suspicion if not downright antagonism of instiutions and govis, , 
in men like Thoreau and Garrison . . . .Lowell and Emerson,etc., 

The Ite 19th certury reform was entirel 
less individualistic, less We LC stit 
politically oriented, and much more selective and ainee at narrower taggets—— 
thers Was —tabe-of 2) molete ~teformation of society as in the 1840s 

Sr Lt was lesS motivated by morality. 

Sing the gov an eg bion as a tool inits arsenal, 
Theis. DOLL: hero was Glev jana aa and not &@ man like Brown 

pS eT eRT: two factors for explanation of the shift in the native 
reform movement (1)This was a@ period of alliance between govt and business 
and the righ{s of property and capital were firmly established, . .and 

for a long time it attracted or 



.on front oppostion against like Slavery was able to do in 
>a period, . . reformers represented a fragmented grouping 

in this imuediate postwar period, There were no successful attempts to 
combine or solidify among these reform movements, . .the unity was on the 

. other side, 
(2)the impact of Social Barwinism on the reformers. . ,. ,this was a 
carrier to radcial reform doctrine, . . . and its impact on the Negro 
has yet to be fully determined, .. 


